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Why not measure everything?



The beginning

The important hydrological action takes place underground (Beven, 2001)

«..as we have no way of knowing what the true groundwater fluctuations are at the catchment scale.. “ 
(Skaugen and Mengistu, 2015)

It would be entirely possible to install a spatially distributed monitoring network which measured the 
changes in unsaturated and saturated storage at multiple locations. If a stratified sampling approach was 
taken when selecting sites, then this could be used to estimate catchment-scale storage. This may not 
be practical for the authors’ specific situation, but it is possible, and has been done in other situations. 
(Totally unreasonable, grumpy anonymous reviewer #2)

Really?… (Skaugen, Boje, Møen 2016)



University of Oslo, 1987

The very (very) enthusiastic PhD. student 
Steinar Myrabø spends most of his time in 
Bærumsmarka

The «Minifelt» ( 0.0075 km²=7500 m²) had over 
100 (manually read) measuring points for 
ground- and soilwater

Data from the Minifelt were, in its day, quite
popular and resulted in some PhDs’ at Lancaster 
University (K. Beven)

NVE, 1999
The research catchment «Minifelt» is 
discontinued



Hydrological Archelology

To carrier bags of floppydiscs, faxes
and some letters gave us

data for runoff, precipitation and 
temperature for a couple of
months in 1987 

Interesting, but not enough to  
determine «the true groundwater 
fluctuations at the catchment 
scale”

Conclusions: Revival and 
refurbishing of the Muren (Minifelt) 
catchment



Where are we?

Bærumsmarka



What has been installed so far?

25 groundwater wells (records every 15 minutes)



What has been installed so far?
25 groundwater wells

Solar panel

Meteorological station (temperature, radiation,

snow depth, surface temperature, relative humidity)



What has been installed so far?

25 groundwater wells

Solar panel

Meteorological station

Runoff (especially difficult!)



Measuring runoff

15 ml !

•Recall, area of  7.5‰ of 1km2

•Low flow of  0.00001 m3/s

 or 10ml/s

•Flood: 20l/s ?

•Dam in pretty bad shape, and 90°V-profile not accurate 

enough. Solution, electromagnetic flowmeter! 



In addition, 200 m due west,
“Skriverberget climatic station”

•Precipitation

•Radiation (short-/long-/in/out)

•Airtemp. 

•Relative humidity

•Wind (direction and magnitude)



«Normal» condition, no river

100 m² creates a channel5000 m² creates a channel 2500 m² creates a channel

Are river networks static? (see also Tsegaw et al. tomorrow)

Observed 27.11.2017

Observed a rainy day summer 2017

Current research tasks:



Groundwater response and distance to rivernetwork

Current research tasks:

Groundwater observations close to the river network are the first to respond and
the slowest to recover (longer recession)

precip



Resesjon avløp grunnvann
Precipitation

Runoff

Groundwater

Timing

Recession

Current research tasks



Conclusions

We hope for Muren to survive as a research catchment for 
many years to come. The basic investments (money and 
manual labour) are done and we would like to start harvest
some data

Research catchments in forests are rare (alpine sites seems to 
be more en vogue..)

Runoff measurements are (still) not quite resolved.  Work in 
progress, but we’ll get there

The task of determining the relations in age between
precipitation, groundwater and runoff is free.  Perhaps using
isotopes? Anyone?? 

We hope that students in hydrology and their supervisors will
use this place and its data and contribute to cracking the many
enigmas in hydrology.  


